
Full-Time 
Park Maintenance Tech-II 

Zionsville Park & Recreation Department 
 

In terms of fulfilling this position, here's who we are looking for to add to our Team: 
If you're the type of person who thrives on taking care of issues the right way the first time; When you 
say "I'll take care of it" and we know it will be done well; If you enjoy taking on a new challenges; If you 
enjoy the thought of frequent interaction with the general public as they enjoy our parks; If you are 
detail-oriented and enjoy considering ways a situation might be better addressed; If you enjoy working 
outside daily in all Mother Nature’s glory  and the satisfaction of a good physical  workout at the days 
end; And, if you enjoy being a supportive, integral part of department adding to the quality of life for an 
entire community... Then you may be a great fit! 
 
A little about our community and park system: 
The Town of Zionsville is a vibrant community at the northwestern edge of the Indianapolis, (Indiana) 
metropolitan area. It comprises both lightly urbanized, suburban, and rural areas spread over71 square 
miles and with ~26,000+ residents. There is a quaint “Village” feel to its core with its historical brick-
paved main street and shops. Zionsville’s Park System comprises over 400 acres in nearly 20 parks 
ranging from a street corner in size to over 80 acres.  Most of the parks could be classified as “passive 
parks” and several are heavily wooded and border significant streams. Also, new parks are slated to 
come on line in the next few years. There are many events and activities to enjoy in the parks and about 
the town. Plus, the community is very conveniently located to Indianapolis and its extensive 
transportation network.  
 
A little about the opportunity: 
This full-time position will be scheduled primarily during the Park Department’s standard maintenance 
work-week of 7:00 AM to 3:30 PM, Mon-Fri (1/2 hr lunch break).  However, there certainly can be some 
weekends a month where drop-in park visits are needed. Also, there will be some weekends a month, 
particularly in the busy times, where a park-patrol will need to be run to check on facilities during busy 
weekends. These will generally be alternated most weekends in these months with the other members 
of the field maintenance staff. In addition, there may occasionally be weekend special events that 
require additional maintenance presence. Specific salary will be commensurate with experience, 
education, certifications, etc.; but is anticipated in a range of $40,000 to $44,000/Yr. This position 
qualifies for the Town’s employee insurance and benefits package (on which the Town’s HR Department 
has information). 
 
This position is anticipated open from the date of publication until it is filled. Job applications for any 
current Town openings may be downloaded from the “Careers Tab” on the Zionsville Town Website at 
http://www.zionsville-in.gov or can be requested by emailing or contacting Sue Jones SJones@zionsville-
in.gov or at (317) 873-8244. 
 
This position requires a valid driver’s license, and a demonstrated skill in the use of equipment and tools 
normally used in park maintenance.  It requires the ability to lift, walk, and climb in all field conditions.  
It requires basic reading comprehension, and the ability to communicate verbally (English for both).  A 
minimum of 3 years’ experience in parks related maintenance activity is required. Résumé's may be 
emailed from that same section on the Town Website or sent to zparks@zionsville-in.gov. 
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